KittyAds.com Escort Ad ID: 475062
Escort - vecs attentive - +357+35796294453
vecs attentive and profound nature to adapt to people, makes him a young male escort
doing the right things at the right time. This is out of your adventure far more than many
would expect from a blind date. Callboy Tony has this special something in a mans eyes, a
sparkle, a soft glow at which a woman can immediately recognize how much fun and joy
she will experience tonight. Not only in terms of eroticism. Its vecs gentle, obliging and
courteous nature that makes him a gigolo of high class escorts. He mastered all sorts of
games, from the Tantric or Thai massage to Fetish experiences can be to minutes what
hours. Whatever you expect from your support in Berlin, vec fulfilled many wishes ! Not
only in the dialogue, not only in bed -- Age: 30 - Height: 5&#39;9 - 5&#39;11 (175-180cm)
- Hair Color: Black - Spoken languages: English - Favorited by: 0 - Profile Views: 130 Cost Of Service Incall (You the client go to the provider&#39;s location) 1 hour Incall 100
EUR (122 USD) 2 hours Incall 150 EUR (184 USD) 24 hours Incall 140 EUR (172 USD)
Outcall (Provider comes to the your location) 1 hour Outcall 120 EUR (147 USD) 2 hours
Outcall 170 EUR (209 USD) 24 hours Outcall 1,420 EUR (1,745 USD) Description vecs
attentive and profound nature to adapt to people, makes him a young male escort doing
the right things at the right time. This is out of your adventure far more than many would
expect from a blind date. Callboy Tony has this special something in a mans eyes, a
sparkle, a soft glow at which a woman can immediately recognize how much fun and joy
she will experience tonight. Not only in terms of eroticism. Its vecs gentle, obliging and
courteous nature that makes him a gigolo of high class escorts. He mastered all sorts of
games, from the Tantric or Thai massage to Fetish experiences can be to minutes what
hours. Whatever you expect from your support in Berlin, vec fulfilled many wishes ! Not
only in the dialogue, not only in bed Live Ads Please login or sign-up in order to see this
content short reviews (0) Write a short review Reviews (0) no reviews
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